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Managing director / Owner
Thomas Mayr-Kiessling

You are looking for a breakfast board with linen 
backing?
Then look no further.

We produce the original - being the first and largest 
manufacturer in Europe - since the 1950s. 

Our breakfast boards and similar items are made from 
HPL (High Pressure Laminate) and embed a printed 
linen backing. 
You can rest assured that you are receiving the 
highest quality of made in germany breakfast board 
produced by the leading manufacturer. 

ESTABLISHED SINCE 1949
RICOLOR®
THE ORIGINAL

RICOLOR® MK-HAUSHALTSWAREN
THOMAS MAYR-KIESSLING

Poelz 3 - 95336 Mainleus
mail: info@ricolor.de
web: www.ricolor.de

phone: +49 9229 943-0
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23,3 X 14,3 CM
BREAKFAST BOARDS

article number: 12-000
material: HPL RICOLOR®-layer material plate approximately 2mm
highly polished surface, wear and acid resistant, waterproof, 
pressure and heat resilient, applies to food hygiene standards and 
is dishwasher proof. 
Our breakfast boards are available in variable sizes.

23,3 x 14,3 cm

Standardformat

Your design can be tailored to 

your specific needs.

Cool slogans, holiday pictures 

or celebrating a birthday are 

equally in demand.

Our boards are an ideal 

marketing tool and an ideal 

gift or for promoting new 

products.

PERSONALIZED
CUTTING BOARDS

CUTTING BOARDS
THE PERFECT PRESENT

CUTTING BOARDS
FOR MARKETING
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1

… OUR STANDARD FORMAT
THE CLASSIC

BREAKFAST BOARDS

the most important and prided product is the breakfast board.
Every year over 3 Mio. items with hundreds of designs leave our 
factory. Besides high quality and uniqueness of our trademark 
using layered linen backing we are recognized to produce quality to 
the highest standard by market leaders.



30 X 19 CM
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every design or image 
can adapt to your kitchen 
environment. Design 
element or kitchen helper. 
The choice is yours!

the highly polished 
and sealed surface acts 
antibacterial and as 
a barrier agains food 
remains.

The dimensions of 30x19cm 
leave enough space to cut 
and market your message 
at the same time.

THE PERFECT
DESIGN ELEMENT

HIGH POLISHED
ANTIBACTERIAL

CUTTING AND MARKETING 
ON A LARGE SCALE

Would you like a larger format?
Do you want to cut bread, meat, fruit or vegetables? Then R. cutting boards 
are exactly what you need.
The cutting board is predominantly cutting proof (very sharp knives can 
leave marks on the surface) and are cleaned easily due to its smooth surface 
texture.

WOULD YOU LIKE A LARGER FORMAT?

CUTTING BOARD
DESIGN ELEMENT
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CUTTING BOARDS

article number: 21-000

Material:

HPL RICOLOR®-layer material plate approximately 

2mm highly polished surface, wear and acid resistant, 

waterproof, pressure and heat resilient, applies to 

food hygiene standards and is dishwasher proof.
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PACKAGING

Single packaging 
(sealed in PE-foil)
with a knife, a separate 
flyer or individualized 
backing label are 
possible.

...the original RICOLOR® cutting board
IMPROVED CUTTING



HEAT RESISTANT

article number: UTS-000
size: 9,5 x 9,5 cm
material:
HPL RICOLOR®-layer material plate approximately 2mm

highly polished surface, wear and acid resistant, 
waterproof, pressure and heat resilient, applies to food 
hygiene standards and is dishwasher proof. 
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The Ricolor®-coasters are ideal to protect your tabletop from
scratches and heat damage.

They are wear, acid and heat resistant up to 150 °C. Hot pans, cups 
and glasses can be placed on the coasters at ease.

OUR COASTERS

…FOR SURFACE PROTECTION

PAN AND GLAS 
COASTERS

3

PAN AND GLAS COASTERS

UNDERGROUND STATION
U5 BERLIN
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our pan and glas coasters can be optimized with an 
elastic buffer as an anti slip backing.

… in a different light. 
HOT OR COLD

article number: 30-000
size: Ø 19 cm
material:
HPL RICOLOR®-layer material plate
approximately 2mm
highly polished surface, wear and acid resistant, 
waterproof, pressure and heat resilient, applies to 



article number: EK-000
size: 14,5 x 14,5 cm
Material:
HPL RICOLOR®-layer material plate 
approximately 2mm
highly polished surface, wear and acid resistant, 
waterproof, pressure and heat resilient, applies to 
food hygiene standards and is dishwasher proof. 
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most car drivers have experienced the 
delights of winter and icy windows and 
the delay it can cause. 

Ice scrapers have developed into a 
popular gift. Your marketing campaign 
starts first thing in the morning with 
clients and colleagues. 

CREATE A CLEAR VISION

ICE SCRAPERS4

ICE SCRAPERS

… AS MARKETING TOOL

www.kfg-schneider.de

Romy Gärtner e.K.

Apotheke
Schloss

Jean-Paul-Str. 1 | 95126 Schwarzenbach/S.
Tel.: +49 9284 94126 | Fax: +49 9284 94127

info@apo-schwarzenbach.de

Ludwigstr. 14 | 95111 Rehau
Tel.: +49 9283 1317 | Fax: +49 9283 3995

info@apotheke-rehau.de

Apotheke
Hubertus

Ein  Lächeln
am Morgen ist der

schönste Start
in den Tag

23,3 x 14,3 cm

Standardformat

MK-Haushaltswaren Thomas Mayr-Kiessling
Pölz 3 - 95336 Mainleus
09229 943-0
info@ricolor.de
www.ricolor.de 

Ø 19 cm

Topfuntersetzer
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09229 943-0
info@ricolor.de
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23,8 x 16,8 cm
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34 x 23 cm
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Schneidbrett30 x 19 cm
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Schneidbrett

9,5 x 9,5 cm
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Gläseruntersetzer
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20 x 12 cm

10,5 x 14,8 cm
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14,3 x 14,3 cm
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Eiskratzer
9,5 x 9,5 cm
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Gläseruntersetzer

article number: EK-000
size: 14,5 x 14,5 cm
Material:
HPL RICOLOR®-layer material plate 
approximately 2mm
highly polished surface, wear and acid resistant, 
waterproof, pressure and heat resilient, applies to 
food hygiene standards and is dishwasher proof. 
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NOT THE RIGHT SIZE?

ALTERNATIVELY WE CAN OFFER
SIZES AND FORMATS CUSTOM MADE FOR YOU.

SIZE TABLE / ARTICLE NUMBERS

sizes and formats
PRODUCT OVERVIEW

ICE SCRAPERS

breakfast boards - 05-000 - 10,5x14,8 

breakfast boards - 10-000 - 20x12 

breakfast boards - 12-000 - 23,3x14,3

breakfast boards - 15-000 - 23,8x16.75

cutting board - 21-000 - 30x19
cutting board - 22-000 - 34x23
ice scraper - EK-000 - 14,3x14,3
pan coaster - 30-000 - ø 19
glas coaster - UTS-000 - 9,5x9,5
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PERSONALIZING

INDIVIDUAL PERSONALIZATION

FAN AND 
COLLECTORS BOARDS

LIMITED
EDITIONS

Surely you remember autograph cards but their 
valence is questionable. 
Why not invest in quality and durability? These 
boards are destined to be collectables.

Numbering our articles should be considered to 
highlight the uniqueness of a limited edition.  

New this season 2019/20 1-2-3-4-5-6-7-8-9.....9999

PERSONALIZING
OF NAMES

INDIVIDUAL 
COMPANY LOGOS

Address your clients personally. This could be 
a birthday greeting to a colleague or friend or 
a thank you gift for your business partners and 
clients.

No matter if bakery, butcher, supermarket or 
bank. There are endless possibilities to place 
company logos or business contact details on to 
your chosen background. 

„Hello Mr. Smith“ London, Oxford, Cambridge...

… with unique design possibilities
DATE IMAGE DATA
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Would you like exchangeable images or your logo 
the image should ideally have an image resolution 
of 300 dpi (dots per inch)
File formats include PDF, EPS, TIFF, PNG or high 
resolution JPEG and can be processed easily.
We can offer our service to support the planning 
of your project. 

IMAGE DATA
To process your data we need a CSV or XLS file 
from you.
The specifications on how to structure these can 
be obtained from us.
No matter if its to clarify birthdates, names or 
company addresses. Should you need a specific 
font you would also need to supply this. 

XLS & CVS FORMAT, FONTS

address your clients 
personally    

… that´s how we do it.
VARIABLE DATA PROCESSING

… with unique design possibilities

AUTOMATED PROCESSES 
CREATE AN ADDED VALUE

NAME



DATA PROCESSING FOR PRINT

STANDARD BOARDS - 23,3 X 14,3 CM

Your printing data should have this format and 
include a 6mm cutting margin on all sides. This 
addition will be removed during production and 
will avoid unprinted areas on your product. Please 
layout and adjust your background and bled-off 
objects to the data format.

The format of your finished products.

data format- 245x155 mm

output format - 233x143 mm

...(24,5 x 15,5 cm)

The print space has a 10mm margin to the output 
format. Important content should be placed in this 
area. All content will not be cut of in those areas.

print space- 10 mm

 - Resolution:  min.300dpi
 - File format:  printable PDF (Fonts in Vectors, linked elements integrated, transparencies
                                            reduced, no printing symbols), TIFF, JPEG, PSD
 - Colour mode:  CMKY (RGB-data will be converted into CMKY colour by us)
 - Profile:  ISO coated V2 (ECI) 
 - Fonts:                Font sizes should not be smaller than 8PT (in inches angeben) to be read

General information for print processing

Data format: 245x155mm

Output format: 233x143mm

print space: 211x121mm
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…from receiving your order to delivery
MANUFACTURING TIME

Dependent on the edition delivery will be the following:

Edition Production time
50    -    5.000          3 - 4 weeks
from   10.000          4 - 5 weeks
from   20.000          5 - 6 weeks
from   50.000          6 - 7 weeks
from 100.000          7 - 9 weeks
from 150.000        9 - 11 weeks
from 200.000      11 - 13 weeks

(delivery times can vary depending on production load) 

The manufacturing time normally takes 2-3 working weeks
once the print and sample release.

OUR DELIVERY TIMES

Should you have questions or require further 
information than you can contact us:

?
Phone: +49 9229 943-0
Mail: info@ricolor.de

RICOLOR MK-Haushaltswaren
Thomas Mayr-Kiessling

Poelz 3
95336 Mainleus / Germany
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